Systems biology is a discipline that studies biological systems from a holistic and interdisciplinary perspective. It brings together biologists, mathematicians, computer scientists, physicists, and engineers, so it has both biology-oriented components and systems-oriented components. We applied several computational tools to analyze the bibliographic information of published articles in systems biology to answer the question: Did the research topics of systems biology become more biology-oriented or more systems-oriented from 1992 to 2013? We analyzed the metadata of 9923 articles on systems biology from the Web of Science database. We identified the most highly cited 330 references using computational tools and through close reading we divided them into nine categories of research types in systems biology. Interestingly, we found that articles in one category, namely, systems biology's applications in medical research, increased tremendously. This finding was corroborated by computational analysis of the abstracts, which also suggested that the percentages of topics on vaccines, diseases, drugs and cancers increased over time. In addition, we analyzed the institutional backgrounds of the corresponding authors of those 9923 articles and identified the most highly cited 330 authors over time. We found that before the mid-1990s, systems-oriented scientists had made the most referenced contributions. However, in recent years, researchers from biology-oriented institutions not only represented a huge percentage of the total number of researchers, but also had made the most referenced contributions. Notably, interdisciplinary institutions only produced a small percentage of researchers, but had made disproportionate contributions to this field.
Introduction
Systems biology has emerged over the past two decades, aiming to examine organisms from a systematic and holistic perspective. It is characterized by large datasets and modeling. The development of high-throughput technologies in the 1990s brought forth a deluge of data to biology. Without mathematical models and computational simulations, however, the data PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0200929 July 25, 2018 1 / 16 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111
1992 book that "the future of biology will depend upon the analysis of complex systems and networks" [13] . We utilized several computational tools to analyze the metadata of the systems biology literature to answer the following questions: From 1992 to 2013, how did the topics of systems biology research change and did this change reflect a shift towards more biology-oriented topics? From what types of institutions did the systems biologists come and how did their institutions change over time? Our research allows system biologists and biologists in other fields to better track the history, dynamics, and future trends of this discipline. For policy makers, our research is also interesting to them because this study showcases the knowledge about and tools to investigate the institutional backgrounds of the practitioners in systems biology.
Materials and methods

Data
The growing number of publications in a scientific field like systems biology makes it hard to identify trends and study frontiers simply by analyzing a few key papers. Bibliometrics can provide analysis tools to address these difficulties. Scholars have applied bibliographic analysis to study the history of business, science, art, and engineering [14] . Bibliographic analysis is a good way to assess the influence and quality of literature by deciding which work gets cited most and which author has the most citations [15] . Earlier attempts to analyze citation data from the Web of Science (WoS), such as those by Science, Technology, and Society scholar Susan Cozzens in the 1990s, were limited as many computational tools for the analysis of big data were not yet available [16] . However, after more than a decade of development, information scientists have produced many tools and approaches for citation analysis, which can overcome the difficulty faced by Cozzens. These include the ISI citation index, CiteSpace, HistCite, VOSViewer, to name a few [17, 18, 19] .
In the WoS database, we searched for documents containing the term "systems biology" in their topics (including titles, abstracts, and keywords) and published from 1992 to 2013. Then by selecting those published in English, we narrowed the sample down to 9923 articles, which included research articles, reviews, editorial materials, proceeding papers, and meeting abstracts. One thing to note is that the first article in our query that contains the term "systems biology" was published in 1997 and there were few articles in the 1990s. Despite this limitation, we can use bibliographic analysis tools to get the relevant references of those 9923 articles. If one article cites about 20 references on average, then the total number of references are about 200,000. One such tool is CiteSpace, an open-access bibliometric tool, which can help analyze the references and also count which references were cited most by those 9923 articles automatically using their built-in functions [20] . The 9923 articles can be called the "research front" and the references of those 9923 articles can be called the "intellectual base" of systems biology.
We downloaded the bibliographic information for these 9923 articles. All data files are available from the Figshare database (accession number 10.6084/m9.figshare.5422594). For every article, WoS can bulk export all the bibliographic information, such as authors, title, abstract, references, and publishing year. To answer our questions, we first picked out the most cited references, and then analyzed the research categories of the most cited articles using close reading. Next, we used machine learning techniques to study the topics of systems biology embedded in the thousands of abstracts.
Analysis of the most cited references for the types of research (examining the intellectual base of systems biology). The built-in functions of CiteSpace can analyze the citation frequencies of each reference, and produced a list of the most highly cited references from the year 1992 to 2013 automatically. We divided the years from 1992 to 2013 into 11 time slices, and picked 30 articles for each time slice, which included both research articles and reviews. We chose the number 30 because if we had chosen less than 30 references for each time slice, we could not have obtained statistically significant result, while choosing a sample size larger than 30 was not feasible because in early years there were not so many cited articles. For a full list of these articles, see S1 Table. After CiteSpace picked out 330 references, we manually searched for and downloaded the full texts for each reference, and then carefully read them to determine whether the articles were systems-oriented or biology-oriented and how the number of articles in each category changed over time.
This requires certain criteria. Because systems biology is an interdisciplinary science, there is no 100 percent biology-oriented or systems-oriented research. However, because any research has to be focused on a certain area, it is possible to classify these articles into a few categories, and for each category, it is easier to say whether each is more systems-oriented or biology-oriented. For previous bibliographic analysis, researchers have categorized publications of a field in categories to show the "big picture" of that field [14, 21] . We have to admit that it is a formidable task to categorize publications of a scientific field as diverse as systems biology. For our analysis we derived our categories from within the literature (based on close reading) and also from categories identified by other historians and philosophers of biology.
The historians and philosophers of science Ulrich Krohs and Werner Callebaut once argued that three roots of systems biology must be discerned to account properly for the structure of systems biology, namely, pathway modeling, biological cybernetics, and -omics [22] . We agree that pathway modeling and -omics have fueled the advancements of systems biology during the past two decades. Cybernetics may be very important in the mid-twentieth century and contributed to systems biology's theory as a root. However, in the literature on systems biology published over the last two decades, it is hard to see the influence of cybernetics as comparable to that of pathway modeling and -omics. We argue that Krohs and Callebaut's categorization is simplistic. Systems biology is a very interdisciplinary field and has many diverse areas; therefore, we used more categories than just the three proposed by Krohs and Callebaut, and most of the articles in systems biology fall in a rather straightforward way into the nine categories we propose in Table 1 .
Based on close reading of these 330 articles, we used nine categories of research and we introduce what each category means and why each is either systems-oriented or biology-oriented (see Table 1 ). Biology-oriented research includes the following four categories: -omicsrelated research, high-throughput technologies, applications in engineering and medicine, and biological mechanisms. Systems-oriented research includes network properties, software development, Metabolic Flux Analysis, database development, and algorithms, equations, and modeling. For a more detailed description of each category, please see S1 Text.
Analysis of topics found in abstracts using topic modeling. Through the previous step, we analyzed the categories of systems biology research through manual reading of 330 articles and how the number of articles in each category changed. However, we wanted to analyze the research categories in a larger sample size, say thousands of articles, and see if the results of the latter corroborated with our close reading. Because we could not possibly have read all of them, we relied on topic modeling. A topic here can be broadly interpreted as a subfield, a category, or a research type. A good thing about topic modeling is that it can analyze millions of words quickly without humans reading them [23] . Topic modeling has many applications in the humanities, social sciences, and bioinformatics, including the study of Twitter messages to identify trends and studying the corpus of thousands of research papers or newspaper articles to show how ideas in a specific field have changed over time [23, 24, 25] . We Topic modeling uses probabilistic models to generate topics (each topic is represented by a cluster of words) through automatic reading of unstructured natural language [26] . One of the most widely used topic model is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model.
The main mechanism of topic modeling is as follows: First, the model sets a fixed number of topics and a fixed number of words in each topic. The basic idea is to view a document as a distribution of topics and a topic as a distribution of words. Second, the model randomly assigns the words in a document to a topic and calculates two probabilities: P (topic/document) and P (word/topic). Third, the LDA model utilizes Bayesian inference to adjust the word assignments iteratively until it reaches a relatively stable state. Each iteration involves assigning a word to a topic, and updating the P (word/document) and P (topic/document) to infer and update P (word/topic) [26] . The actual modeling process utilizes more complicated algorithms.
There are many tools that can implement topic modeling, for example the MALLET (Machine Learning for Language E Toolkit) and the Stanford Topic Modeling Toolbox [27, 28] . We used MALLET, a software developed by Andrew McCallum at the University of Massachusetts, and it is based on an LDA model and a set of different algorithms. Words like "doi," "paper," "ab," "research," "results" and "elsevier" were compiled in an extra list of stopwords, which are words that MALLET ignores, in addition to the default one that MALLET includes. The number of topics was set at 20. 
Systems-oriented
Network properties These properties include robustness, dynamics, stochasticity, and emergent network properties that can be applied to every system, not just biological systems. The work is mostly mathematical and theoretical.
The applications of systems biology Systems biology is especially useful in tackling complex diseases like cancer, and has applications in bioengineering and synthetic biology.
Biology-oriented
Biological Mechanisms This category involves using systems approach to understand a specific biological mechanism. We can also analyze how the topics change over time. To offer a historical perspective, identifying topics in thousands of articles is an interesting task, but it is even more useful to see the topic trends over time [23] . MALLET also returned the composition of topics in all the documents over time. In our case, each document is an abstract of an article. For example, for a document, MALLET returned the probabilities of each of the 20 topics. If every topic is equally represented in articles, then the probability of each topic should be 5%. If the probability of a topic is higher, that means that this document has a higher probability of containing that topic. For example, if an article has a topic whose probability is higher than 40%, then this suggests that this article is indeed related to that topic. Similarly, if an article has a topic whose probability is only 1%, then it is unlikely that this article contains that topic. In our study, we consider a probability of 10% to be the threshold for considering that the topic is significant. A Python code was written to calculate the number of articles that contained a topic the probability of which was higher than 10% for a certain year. We then calculated the percentage of that number for all the articles published in that specific year.
Analyzing the institutions of authors
We used Tethne to determine which authors were the most highly cited over the years (30 authors for each of the 11 time slices). Tethne is a Python package developed by Erick Peirson at the Digital Innovation Group at Arizona State University for bibliographic and corpus analysis. The tool was written in Python, and it is open source. It works with WoS, JSTOR, and Scopus data to visualize patterns and trends in the scientific literature.
Using Tethne, we analyzed the references for all 9923 articles. Each reference includes the information of the first author's name and the publishing year. For each time slice, we calculated the number of the references an author published in that time slice, and arranged the authors based on that number. Then we picked out the top 30 authors with the highest number of references in each time slice for the analysis in the next step.
We were not only interested in the most highly cited 330 authors, but all the authors of those 9923 articles. Therefore, we retrieved each author's affiliation at the time of publication from either WoS data or Google Scholar. We analyzed these affiliations to determine which category of institution the author was affiliated with. The reason we chose their affiliations instead of other information was a trade-off between the content and the accessibility of that information. For example, a person's description on one's own website may be a more accurate assessment of what one is doing, but this information is hard to get for thousands of authors, and harder to compare in an objective way. Affiliations are easier to obtain and can accurately reveal the institutional backgrounds for researchers of systems biology.
We built a word list by retrieving an identifying word from the affiliations of the most highly cited 330 authors. For example, if a department name has the word "anatomy," it is likely to be a biology-oriented institution, and we used "anatomy" as an identifying word. Next, we developed a model to study the affiliations of the 9634 first authors of articles published from 2003 to 2013 in the WoS database. The reason for starting from 2003 was that in that year, 118 articles were published whereas in the previous year, only 30 articles were published. In statistics, 30 is usually considered the minimal sample size. Because we started with the year 2003, the articles we looked at was 9634 instead of 9932. Based on the word list generated by analyzing the 330 authors, we wrote a Python code to design a model that automatically labels the institutions of thousands authors.
The model is described as follows: the automatic labeling of the institutions was based on the first word, usually the department name that matched the word list. For example, in the affiliation of "Max Planck Inst Mol Plant Physiol, D-14476 Potsdam, Brandenburg, Germany," the first word that matched the word list was "plant," so it was labeled automatically as a "biology-oriented" institution. For institutions names that contained a word that indicated the institution's orientation but is not on our list, we labeled them manually and added the identifying word to our word list. We then ran the process iteratively. However, some institutions were still hard to define because the affiliations retrieved from the WoS citation data did not have a specific department and only the university, so we labeled these manually as "unidentifiable," for example, affiliation like "Los Alamos Natl Lab, Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA" would be labeled as unidentifiable. Another situation where an institution was hard to identify was that it is a foreign institution with a name like "Tech Univ Dresden, Inst Lebensmittel & Bioverfahrenstech, D-01069 Dresden, Germany." The word list that we used to identify institution categories contain 193 words (See S2 Table) .
Results
Research categories of the most highly cited references in the intellectual base
We selected the most highly cited 30 references in 11 time slices from 1992 to 2013 (a total of 330 references). Excluding books and references that are hard to label, the results of these 330 references that fall either into biology-oriented or systems-oriented categories are depicted in Figs 1 and 2 , respectively. Out of the 330 articles, CiteSpace picked out 14 references that could not be placed into these nine categories. They either focus only on topics tangentially related to systems biology, or are hard to put into any category, so they were not included in the nine categories. Each line represents a category. Fig 1 shows the number of references in four biology-oriented categories. The development of high-throughput technologies (the red line) is the category that has the highest number of articles in early stages, but this category decreased afterwards. This suggests that many early biologists involved in systems biology by developing new technologies.
Omics research (the solid blue line) began to emerge in the late 1990s and peaked around 2002. Omics research has changed from simply getting the sequence of a genome in the 1990s to actually mapping the interactions of biological molecule, be it proteins, or genes, or metabolites after 2000. An example of an article in this category is the comprehensive study of protein-protein interactions in yeast. Peter Uets and his colleagues discovered 957 possible interactions of more than 1000 proteins [29] . After that omics research decreased while the applications of systems biology (the purple line) began to increase in early 2000s, and reached a plateau from 2006 to 2010.
Then in the last four years, the rise of systems biology's applications in medical fields and engineering became very significant. 13 out of the 30 most highly cited articles from 2012 to 2013 belong to this category. For example, one such highly cited reference in 2010 is on systems vaccinology, describing how systems approach has changed the way scientists develop vaccines [30] . Despite the fact that vaccines work well in preventing diseases, the mechanism for how they work remained largely unknown before application of a systems approach. Scientists are now starting to use systems approaches to identify the gene regulatory network after the injection of vaccines, and predict the later responses. It can help identify high-risk individuals and prevent potential harmful consequences of vaccine failures to those individuals [30] . Fig 2 shows the number of references in five systems-oriented categories. From 1992 to 1995, two categories, namely, metabolic flux analysis (the light blue dotted line), algorithms equations and models (the purple dotted line), are the top two categories. However, only the category of algorithms, equations and models maintains the same importance, and metabolic flux analysis decreases over time. This suggests that algorithms, equations and models are still very central to systems biology research, which is claimed by other scholars [31] .
Database management (the dark blue solid line) emerged around 2000 and continue to be a strong presence in later years. These include the Gene Ontology, KEGG database, BioGRID, Reactome, BiGG, IntAct, STRING, to name a few [32, 33] . A database is not a place where biologists dump their data, because scientists need to figure out how to store the data, how to search for data quickly, how to manage database structure, and how to develop a standard of data format that is compatible to more databases [34] . This knowledge can be classified as data science in general, which requires the input of systems-oriented scientists.
Topics found in the abstracts of the research front
We were not only interested in the change of research types of the most highly cited references, but also in the trend of those 9923 systems biology articles. The result of the topic modeling based on thousands of articles is similar to our manual reading of the most highly cited articles. S3 Table shows the machine learning results of topics using MALLET and the labels that we assigned by reading the words in topics. The machine learning model returns the following 20 topics: biology, models, metabolomics, diseases, proteomics, synthetic biology, database and software, cell biology, systems theory, algorithms, immune system, network properties, network, genomics, technologies and tools, drug and cancer, regulation, pathway.
We were not only interested in what these topics are, but also the temporal change of topics. Figs 3 and 4 show the topics that have significant patterns of increasing or decreasing. Fig 3 shows that the percentage of articles that contain Topics 11, 14 and 17 increased over time. Topic 11 is about the research related to immune systems and vaccines, Topic 14 is about disease, and Topic 17 is about drugs and cancer. These are related to the applications of systems biology, which is similar to our finding about the articles in this category among the most highly cited articles based on close reading, which showed an increase. Fig 4 shows how the percentage of articles that contained topics 9, and 16 decreases. Topic 9 includes some general terms about systems biology, and Topic 16 is about high-throughput technologies, which includes words like "high," "throughput," "technologies," and "techniques." The result is similar to our findings about the percentage of articles in the category of highthroughput technologies among the most highly cited articles, which is decreasing over the years (The percentage for articles that contained each of the 20 topics can be seen in S4 Table) . Table 2 lists the affiliations of the first most highly cited authors in each time slice. The affiliations show the department, the university or institution, and geographical information such as city and country. The table shows that the most highly cited authors in each time slice changed quickly throughout the years, suggesting that systems biology was evolving quickly. The institutions they are affiliated with are very diverse and interdisciplinary. We classified the institutions of the top 30 authors from 11 time slices into four categories: biology-oriented, systemsoriented, interdisciplinary and systems biology institutions.
The institutional contexts for systems biologists
Biology-oriented institutions have words like "cancer," or "genetics" that are related to the life sciences. We noticed that a fair number of authors are from a medical institution, and even pharmaceutical companies, like Glaxosmithkline and Syngenta. Systems-oriented institutions include those related to "statistics," "mathematics," "physics," "chemistry," and other non-biology disciplines. We also found that some researchers are from companies such as Microsoft, Siemens, and Sony. "Interdisciplinary institutions" refer to those that related to interdisciplinary field such as "biochemistry," "biophysics," "bioengineering," "biotechnology," and "bioinformatics." Systems biology institutes include those that specifically use the words like "systems biology," or "biosystem," or "biosyst." For some institutions that are hard to tell which category they belong to, we did not label them and include them in the calculation.
We used Tethne to determine which authors were the most highly cited over the years (30 authors for each of the 11 time slices). The results of the categorization of the affiliations of the His work on stochastic simulation algorithm in chemical kinetics contributed to the simulation method adopted by later systems biologists [35] . He contributed to the foundation of systems biology while this discipline was still in its "early roots" stage, and he did not mention systems biology in his work at the time.
Scientists from interdisciplinary institutions (green bar) have fueled the advancement of systems biology not only in the early days of systems biology, but also in more recent years. These institutions have provided a place for early systems biologists to stay. While in the 1990s, there were no systems biology institutions (purple bar), which only emerged within the slice from 2000 to 2001. In each time slice after 2001, there were a few authors coming from systems biology institutions. The number of the most cited authors from a biology-oriented institution (blue) tends to fluctuate over the years, but this category has the highest number compared to other categories in every slice except in the time slice from 1992 to 2013. 
Computational analysis of research articles in systems biology
Between the years 2003 and 2013, on average 60.85% of authors came from a biology-oriented institution; 21.16% came from a systems-oriented institution; 13.75% were from an interdisciplinary institution; and 4.23% were from a systems biology institution. These statistics suggest that the institutional context for all authors publishing on systems biology is different than that for the people who published the most highly cited articles on systems biology. Notably, the latter had a larger percentage of authors who were affiliated with interdisciplinary and systems-oriented institutions. This is an interesting observation that the people who were cited most and the people who published in a field have different patterns in terms of their affiliations, and we will discuss that in the next section.
Discussion
This study suggests that systems biology is becoming more and more biology-oriented, especially with its biological applications. Among the most recent highly cited articles, the articles in the category of applications of systems biology have increased tremendously. Over the years among the most-highly cited authors, fewer authors were from systems-oriented institutions. The trends of topics based on topic modeling suggested that more recently a higher percentage of articles includes topics about immune system and vaccines, diseases, drugs and cancer.
Our research findings are echoed in some other scholars' observations about systems biology. Alan Aderem argues that "biology dictates what new technology and computational tools should be developed, and once developed, these tools open new frontiers in biology for exploration. Thus, biology drives technology and computation, and in turn, technology and computation revolutionize biology" [36] . Some other scholars also suggest that biology needs to be more important within systems biology in regard to two aspects, first, that more biologists should be involved in systems biology, and second, that more empirical biological problems need to be addressed [37] . Jane Calvert and Joan H. Fujimura carried out interviews with many researchers in systems biology, including biologists, mathematicians, physicists, and computer scientists [37] . One of the biologists said, "I think biologists need to drive systems biology, because if it's driven by computation or engineers, without a depth of training in biology, they lose that sense, they tend to treat molecules as nodes and edges without a sense of how they're performing their functions" [37] . Physicists and computer scientists might also agree with that, because often those who want to model a biological system sometimes have difficulty find a biological expert to help them to link the model to specific biological problems Computational analysis of research articles in systems biology [38] . Along with the findings of the interviews, a systems biologist, Sui Huang, claims that biologists have become active players in systems biology because what they need to understand now is not a single gene or a protein, but networks of genes or proteins, and systems biology approach can help address these needs [39] . Huang's article claims that systems biologists should divert their research "back to biology in systems biology" [39] . Today, systems biology has captured more biological phenomena, properties, objects such as various regulatory pathways, data, theories, and methods than its precursor did in the middle of the twentieth century. Biologists have seen the utility of applying a systems biology approach to understand the evolution and function of biological networks.
Our study shows a clear upward trend towards applications in systems biology. These applications have been centered on understanding cancer better, transforming drug discovery, and making preventative vaccines. System biology, compared to evolutionary biology, developmental biology, etc., can reveal the mechanisms behind complex diseases. System biology and medicine have become so closely related that this has led to the development of a new field called "systems medicine." We agree with Leroy Hood's point of view that the future of medicine will become "predictive, personalized, preventative and participatory" [40] . This also means a new era for biologists, and this study's results indicate that the growth of this field is very fast, and we believe that in the near future we may be able to see some breakthroughs.
Our results on the institutional context of scholars who have published in this field also has implication for policy makers and funding agencies. The results indicate that among the most highly cited authors, while those from systems-oriented institutions have decreased over the years, those from interdisciplinary fields have come to contribute more to systems biology. Another interesting finding is the institutional contexts of the most cited authors and general authors, which suggest that the scholars who lead a field are sometimes different from those who publish in that same field. Therefore, it has been suggested by previous scholars that we should create interdisciplinary environments on purpose to foster innovation, and this study's results agree with that suggestion [41] . Furthermore, the percentage of scholars from an interdisciplinary field or a field outside of biology could be translated into a message that the funding agencies should prioritize the funding of interdisciplinary projects and institutions, because they may better lead the starting of a new discipline, or make a higher impact on existing fields.
Our results should not be interpreted to mean that systems biology is abandoning the systems-oriented components like modeling or databases in recent years. The opposite is true. As mentioned in the beginning of the article, system biology is characterized by big data and modeling, and the integration of mechanistic and mathematical explanations is and still will be underway [42] . What we mean is that modeling has changed from being a primary research subject into tools that help reveal biological mechanisms or solving a real-life problem. Systems-oriented components still play a very important role, but more biological components are integrated and transform systems biology to align better with other biological disciplines.
Some limitations of this research include: First, bibliographic analysis only allowed us to pick the most highly cited references, because it can be assumed that high citations can be interpreted as high impact and high quality. Therefore, these highly cited articles are more interesting and some argue that they can shed some light on the trend of this field, but we admit that there is a possibility that they do not fully represent the entire field. Second, we carefully categorized those articles through close reading, and the application of machine learning technique to analyze a much larger number of articles. While this enabled us to overcome the limitation that we could not read them all and it corroborated the results of close reading, machine learning techniques have some limitations in it, and it still cannot have the accuracy of human reading.
